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Abstract: Climatic cycles lead to changes in habitat suitability, which in turn can lead to allopatry, 

i.e. isolation, between populations. Lack of gene flow between allopatric populations causes them 

to diverge through accumulation of genetic differences that can create incompatibilities between 

lineages upon secondary contact in the form of lowered survivability or reproduction rate in 

hybrids. Incompatible genes act as reproductive barriers and keep lineages isolated by selection 

against hybrids, while gene flow and recombination work as a counterforce to selection promoting 

admixture. Reproductive barriers like these are most often found inside hybrid zones and are well 

demonstrated in nature, but the isolating effect of individual genetic incompatibilities on genome-

wide gene flow is still an open question. Here we test if selection counteracting gene flow 

maintains a narrow hybrid zone between two subspecies of the meadow grasshopper 

Pseudochorthippus parallelus. We targeted 0,01 % of the 13 GB genome, recovering a 29,1 mean 

coverage per locus per individual in targeted regions, when mapping against a transcriptome. We 

find that, for the nuclear markers, the hybrid zone is narrower than expected under a neutral 

scenario of no selection, suggesting that it is maintained by selection against hybrids. We also find 

significant isolation by distance, suggesting gene flow across the hybrid zone despite selection 

against hybrids. Different parts of the genome show significant excess or deficit of heterozygotes, 

suggesting that selection and gene flow are heterogeneous throughout the genome. Combined, 

our results show that reproductive isolation between recently diverged lineages can evolve quickly 

despite gene flow in neutral and positively selected sites. 
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Tiivistelmä: Ilmastosyklit johtavat muutoksiin lajiston elinympäristön soveltuvuudessa, mikä voi 

puolestaan johtaa allopatriaan, eli eristykseen, populaatioiden välillä. Geenivirran puute 

allopatristen populaatioiden välillä saa ne erkaantumaan geneettisten erojen kertyessä. Nämä 

erot voivat aiheuttaa yhteensopimattomuutta sukuhaarojen välillä niiden kohdatessa uudestaan 

hybridien alentuneen selviytymis- ja lisääntymiskyvyn vuoksi. Yhteensopimattomat geenit toimivat 

lisääntymisesteinä ja pitävät sukuhaarat erillään hybrideihin kohdistuvalla valinnalla, geenivirran ja 

rekombinaation toimiessa vastavoimana valinnalle edistäen risteytymistä. Tällaisia 

lisääntymisesteitä löytyy useimmiten hybridivyöhykkeistä ja niiden olemassaolo on hyvin osoitettu 

luonnossa, mutta yksittäisten yhteensopimattomien geenien vaikutus geenivirtaan koko genomin 

tasolla on edelleen vähän tutkittua. Tässä selvitämme ylläpitääkö valinta kapeaa hybridivyöhykettä 

kahden nurmiheinäsirkan Pseudochorthippus parallelus alalajin välillä. Kohdistamme analyysimme 

0,01 %:n 13 GB genomista, saaden 29,1:n keskiarvo peittävyyden lokusta kohti 

transkriptomireferenssiä käytettäessä. Havaitsemme hybridivyöhykkeen olevan kapeampi kuin 

neutraalitilanteessa ilman valintaa, mikä vihjaa valinnan hybridejä vastaan ylläpitävän sitä. 

Havaitsemme myös, valinnasta huolimatta, merkittävää eristäytymistä etäisyyden mukaan, mikä 

viittaa geenivirtaan hybridivyöhykkeen läpi. Genomin eriosissa on havaittavissa merkittävää yli- ja 

alijäämää heterotsygooteissa, vihjaten epäyhtenäiseen valintaan ja geenivirtaan genomissa. 

Kokonaisuudessaan tuloksemme osoittavat lisääntymisesteiden voivan kehittyä kahden äskettäin 

erkaantuneen sukuhaaran välille nopeasti geenivirrasta huolimatta. 
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1. Introduction 

During speciation genetic differences accumulate and cause reproductive isolation between 

diverging lineages. The point where genetic differentiation has accumulated enough to fully isolate 

lineages from each other lacks a clear border line and is described as the grey zone of speciation 

(Roux et al. 2016). The grey zone spans between 0,5 % to 2 % of net synonymous divergence, but 

the role of individual genetic differences between two lineages in establishing complete 

reproductive isolation is to this day unclear. A promising frontier in assessing the effects of such 

genetic differences on the whole is the study of hybrid zones (Hewitt 1988). Hybrid zones arise 

when two diverged lineages stemming from a common ancestral population meet and interbreed. 

Often such lineages have accumulated mutations through drift or local adaptation that cause 

incompatibilities if they occur together within the same individual (Kulmuni & Westram 2017). 

Such incompatibilities between two or more loci are called Bateson-Dobshansky-Muller 

incompatibilities (BDMI) (Bateson 1909, Dobzhansky 1934, Muller 1942), and can be a 

consequence of ecological adaptation or a by-product of pleiotropy and gene interactions 

(Kulmuni & Westram 2017). They can manifest as ecological maladaptations, flawed behaviour or 

biochemical errors. The number of BDMIs varies between sister taxa, but increases with time 

spent in isolation (Kimura 1968). What is still obscured is how strong reproductive isolation caused 

by incompatible loci affects the gene flow between neutral loci. 

Loci involved in incompatibilities can be detected with the help of allele frequency clines that 

depict a transition between two divergent populations from one fixed or nearly fixed allele to 

another. Allele frequencies create a steep cline at the centre of the hybrid zone, as individuals 

bearing incompatible loci are purged from the population (Barton & Hewitt 1985). The locus 

forming the cline doesn’t necessarily have to be the target of selection itself, but in linkage 

disequilibrium with the actual locus under selection (Kulmuni & Westram 2017). As the negative 

selection intensifies the cline becomes steeper and narrower. However, gene flow and consequent 

admixture does not always lead to decreased fitness in hybrids relative to parental taxa. Most 

mutations are likely to be neutral (Kimura 1968) and freely introgress both ways, gradually eroding 

the allele frequency cline between the hybridising taxa. Some alleles are positively selected even 

within the foreign genome and push the allele frequency gradient as a wave into the receiving 

population, displacing the cline centre towards one of the populations. A single genome can hold 
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alleles under the whole spectrum of selection, each taking their own path through recombination. 

Yet, the proportions of loci under different selective regimes remains largely unknown. 

Here, we study a narrow hybrid zone between two subspecies of the meadow grasshopper 

Pseudochorthippus parallelus. We aim to resolve the population structure of the hybrid zone and 

see if it is maintained by selection against hybrids, and whether it is permeable to gene flow 

despite reproductive isolation. To determine the population structure, we use a principal 

component and a structure analysis, to cluster samples by ancestry and find the cluster borders. 

To test for selection we calculate the width of the hybrid zone and compare it to width estimated 

under a neutral diffusion model, that represents a scenario of free gene flow and no selection. To 

assess gene flow we test for isolation by distance, and calculate heterozygosity per sampling 

locality. Additionally, we take a look at the heterogeneity of selection across the genome on 

different genomic positions by calculating an inbreeding coefficient per site per sampling locality.  

Our model species is well suited to study hybrid zone dynamics. Throughout the Pleistocene the 

meadow grasshopper was repeatedly restricted to refugial populations in southern Europe, where 

they diverged in allopatry (Hagberg et al. 2022). Following a common pattern of higher 

differentiation in the Iberian refugium from the Apennine and Balkan refugia (Sommer & 

Nadachowski 2006), the population there diverged into its own subspecies P. p. erythropus. The 

rest of Europe is inhabited by a widespread and substructured (Hagberg et al. 2022) subspecies P. 

p. parallelus. The two subspecies possibly went through periods of allopatry and sympatry 

following the Pleistocene climatic cycles and most recently met in secondary contact in the 

Pyrenees after the last glacial maximum, forming a narrow hybrid zone along the mountain range. 

In his studies, Hewitt (1993) estimates the secondary contact to have occurred circa 9 000 years 

ago, though a more recent study (Oliva et al. 2019) shows that habitat in the region could have 

been suitable for grasshoppers as long as 15 000 years ago. The meadow grasshopper stands out 

as a model species for hybrid zone research for several reasons. First, the subspecies are young, 

having split around 100 000 years ago (Hagberg et al. 2022), but already represent a late stage of 

speciation where hybrids between the subspecies possess major disadvantages. Cline analyses on 

morphological traits through the hybrid zone show sharp and sometimes displaced clines (Butlin & 

Hewitt 1985, Ferris et al. 1993), suggesting strong selection against hybrids and occasional 

dominance of either subspecies morphology. Second, the meadow grasshopper produces a single 

generation each year, which creates an opportunity for recombination to break down linkage 
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between loci under alternative selective regimes during many generations. Third, the subspecies 

are shown to represent a variety of morphological clines across the hybrid zone, meaning that 

there has indeed been enough time for phenotypic traits to disassociate and settle their own 

distribution. This implies differential selection and gene flow dynamics affecting different traits, 

and already suggests heterogeneous selection across the genome. 

Laboratory crosses between the two subspecies have found that the F1 hybrid males are sterile, 

which is at least partially explained by testicular dysfunction (Hewitt 1987). Later Bella et al. (1992) 

observed an excess of pure parental over hybrid phenotype offspring in crossings of the two 

subspecies, and that it is significantly greater when parallelus females are mated with erythropus 

males, as opposed to vice versa. The effects of this on the genomic landscape and introgression 

are unknown. Despite the incompatibilities, in the wild, later generations of hybrids are 

characterised by similar fertility to the parental taxa (Hewitt 1993), meaning that recombination 

and selection break apart neutral or positively selected loci from those that are negatively selected 

and remove strong BDMIs from the hybrid zone (Kulmuni & Westram 2017). 

Though warranted to better understand the evolutionary dynamics inside the hybrid zone, the 

genomic approach to studying the meadow grasshopper is problematic as it’s genome is very large 

(13 GB) and duplicated (Lechner et al. 2013). This makes a full genome reference unavailable with 

current technology and even if such a reference was available, make re-sequencing prohibitively 

expensive. To circumvent this, we resort to target capture next generation sequencing, that allows 

us to enrich NGS libraries for pre-determined regions, and further mapping the resulting reads 

against a transcriptome reference (Thomas & Pereira 2019). Additionally, we assemble a de novo 

reference to test how it compares with the transcriptome reference results. This is of particular 

interest for target capture data, as it produces a lot of “by-product” sequences that are lost when 

mapping against a transcriptome reference. Including such data can potentially show finer scale 

structure or even change it and is for this reason important to account for. 

2. Study aims 

Our aim is to create an understanding of principal factors acting within the meadow grasshopper 

hybrid zone and lay a foundation for further genetic studies using the species as a model. We first 

want to ascertain whether selection maintains the hybrid zone and uncover its effects on 
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population structure. Second, we want to see if gene flow between the two subspecies is present 

despite apparent reproductive isolation. Third, we take a look at heterogeneity of selection across 

the genome. Finally, we test if a de novo reference affects the mapping efficiency and changes our 

conclusions about the population structure. 

We form our theoretical questions as follows: 

1. Is the hybrid zone maintained and structured by selection? 

2. Is gene flow contributing to population differentiation? 

3. Are there signs of heterogeneous selection across the genome? 

4. How does a de novo reference change mapping efficiency and the 

quantification of population structure? 

3. Materials and methods 

3. 1. Sampling and sequencing 

In order to study introgression between the two P. parallelus subspecies, we collected samples 

along a 21.1 km transect. The transect follows the Pyrenean mountain pass, Col du Portalet, 

perpendicular to a hybrid zone between the two subspecies previously recognized by Hewitt 

(1993) (Fig. 1). At the highest point, Portalet, the pass reaches 1794 m, still below the upper limit 

of C. parallelus distribution in the Pyrenees. Sampling sites at both ends of the transect, Gabas and 

Escarilla, represent the parental forms of parallelus and erythropus subspecies, respectively, based 

on morphological clines found by Butlin and Hewitt (1985, 1987). Samples were collected in 2015 

using a net and stored in 100% alcohol until genomic DNA extraction using the phenol chloroform 

method. All together 98 samples were collected from 11 localities.  
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Using target capture sequencing, 9 270 grasshopper single copy genes covering 3 069 542 bp and 2 

Wolbachia genes, to account for the widespread infection by the parasitic bacteria (Zabal-Aguirre 

et al. 2010), were pair-end sequenced from the samples. The chosen genes are present in both 

subspecies and are not duplicated, making them ideal for studying the similarities and differences 

between the two subspecies and the different localities. In short, the workflow was as follows. To 

achieve 3x tiling (i.e. targeting each region thrice) a library of 54 780 and 82 complementary RNA 

baits targeting 150 bp regions were designed for grasshopper and Wolbachia, respectively. Each 

sample’s DNA was fragmented after which the fragments were marked with a unique adapter to 

tell the samples apart, before all the samples were combined into a DNA library. The baits were 

then hybridised with the library to capture the target genes after which the non-hybridised 

fragments were washed off. Next, the captured DNA fragments were released from the baits, 

amplified, and finally sequenced. After demultiplexing the library an average 2 882 093 (SD 698 

943) read pairs of 150 bp were obtained per sample (Fig. S1). 

3. 2. Mapping and filtering 

Trimming and mapping the reads was done using the BAM pipeline included in PALEOMIX 

(Schubert et al. 2016). The pipeline was first used to trim adapter sequences, ambiguous and low-

quality bases (max. PHRED score 33), and merge overlapping paired-end reads using 

AdapterRemoval (Schubert et al. 2016). The reference transcriptome used for mapping was 

Figure 1. Map of the transect in Col du Portalet 
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previously assembled and annotated by Thomas & Pereira (2019). It consists of five synthetic 

chromosomes: chromosome 1 contains single-copy genes, chromosome 2 multi-copy genes, 

chromosome 3 unique genes, chromosome 4 the mitochondrial genes, and chromosome 5 the 

Wolbachia genome. The trimmed and merged reads were mapped against this reference using 

BWA-MEM (Li & Durbin 2009), discarding PCR duplicates and reads with PHRED mapping quality 

score below 30. The coverage function in BedTools (Quinlan & Hall 2010) was used to determine 

the mean coverage per locus per individual for the 9271 targeted regions, including the two 

Wolbachia genes. Additionally, we merged individual sample .bam files using SamTools (Li et al. 

2009) and calculated the mean coverage per locus for the targeted regions. Along with the 

grasshopper and Wolbachia regions, we expect to get a high mitochondrial coverage due to 

relatively higher amount of mtDNA in contrast to nuclear DNA in each cell. We refrained from 

using SNP or genotype calling, as both have been shown to under-estimate the number of low 

frequency alleles (da Fonseca et al. 2016), biasing downstream population genetic analyses. 

Instead, we estimate genotype likelihoods, which preserve the real allele frequency distribution. 

3. 3. Population structure 

A site frequency spectrum (SFS) shows the proportion of different derived allele frequencies in the 

sample data as a fraction of all sites summarised. In an SFS created using genotype likelihoods 

sites have a varying probability to be polymorphic. In order to reduce sites to those that are more 

likely to be polymorphic and represent the real diversity of the whole genome, we generated an 

SFS for chromosome 1 (Fig. 2) using varying p-values as filters in ANGSD (Korneliussen et al. 2014) 

and compared the resulting spectra to an unfiltered spectrum. To filter out any sites possibly 

involved in duplications we restricted the SFS analysis to sites with a maximum coverage of 

16 146, which is the sum of mean plus one standard deviation of per base pair coverage of 

targeted regions in the merged samples. After omitting high coverage sites, we further filtered out 

sites present in less than 60 % of the individuals (59 sampled individuals) and low quality (PHRED < 

20 and mapping PHRED < 15). We plotted the spectra in R (R Core Team 2017) using ggplot2 

package (Wickham 2016), and visually compared the spectra filtered by p-values to the unfiltered 

spectrum (p-value = 1). The filtered spectrum most similar in shap to the unfiltered spectrum, i.e. 

the p-value distorting spectrum the least relative to the spectrum unfiltered by SNP significance, 

was chosen for future analyses. 
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We approach our first question about presence of selection in the hybrid zone, by studying the 

population structure and testing whether the population structure reflects the spatial distribution 

of the samples. To do this, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) with ngsTools 

(Fumagalli et al. 2014), using the genotype likelihoods calculated in ANGSD. The input data was 

filtered using the same filters as in the SFS analysis and p-value 1e-2 found to be best in our SFS 

comparison. Our expectation is that the principal component 1 (PC1) will divide the samples 

according to subspecies, leaving intermediate hybrids in between. No prior hypothesis existed for 

further PCs. The results were plotted in R using packages ggplot2 and dplyr (Wickham 2021). 

Population structure and hybridisation was further assessed by estimating admixture proportions 

in individuals with NGSadmix (Skotte et al. 2013). The algorithm in NGSadmix assigns individuals 

into K clusters by maximizing Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibria within each cluster. After 

further filtering the same polymorphic sites using 5 % minimum minor allele frequency, we 

assigned the remaining individuals into K = 1 to 11 clusters, the number of sampling localities. 

Clustering with each K-value was replicated 50 times, out of which the best likelihood replicate 

Figure 2. Site frequency spectrums of varying p-values as filters to 
exclude false polymorphies. Dashed lines mark the level of no filter used. 
Best p-value was chosen visually by comparing the spectrums to the 
unfiltered spectrum. 
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was selected . Our expectation is for K = 2 to distinguish subspecies, showing intermediate 

individuals within the hybrid zone. Subsequent K-values are expected to divide the samples 

according to the sampling sites, particularly those separated by geographic barriers, e.g. forest 

patches. 

3. 4. Cline analysis 

Barriers to gene flow are essentially anything that restrict gene flow between two populations. 

They can be caused by simple geographical barriers, but also genetic incompatibilities between 

lineages and selection against hybrids. Barriers to gene flow can be detected by comparing widths 

of the observed and expected allele frequency clines in divergent alleles between two admixing 

lineages. The expected cline width, under no barriers, can be estimated using neutral diffusion 

model (Eq. 1) (Endler 1977). The model states that when a barrier to gene flow is absent or weak, 

or involves only few genes, the allelic clines of neutral loci will widen after secondary contact. 

Given the neutral diffusion model, the width of a cline is determined only by the dispersal rate and 

the number of generations since contact. Conversely, if the gene flow is hindered by selection or 

geographic barriers the observed cline width will be narrower than expected under free gene flow. 

To test for signs of barriers to gene flow we see if the observed cline width corresponds to the 

cline width expected under free gene flow. For this we calculated the width and centre of the 

fitted cline of probability of ancestry relative to the two subspecies (K = 2) plotted against distance 

from Gabas using R package HZAR (Brumfield et al. 2001). The expected cline width was estimated 

using dispersal rate of 30 meters per generation and between 9 000 (Hewitt 1993) or 15 000 

generations (Oliva et al. 2019) since secondary contact. We also calculated an estimated number 

of generations since contact given the observed cline width using a transformation of the neutral 

diffusion model equation. 

Equation 1. Neutral diffusion model, where w = cline width, 
σ = dispersal rate and t = number of generations since contact. 

𝑤 = √2𝜋𝜎√𝑡 

3. 5. Gene flow and introgression 

To answer whether gene flow contributes to population differentiation, we first tested for 

isolation by distance between the sampling sites by calculating Fst for each pair of sampling sites 
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using ANGSD. To test for significance of isolation by distance we performed a Mantel test with 

1 000 permutations on Fst and pairwise distances using the R package ade4 (Chessel et al. 2004). In 

the presence of gene flow, subpopulations closer to each other are expected to be more similar 

relative to distant populations (Wright 1931, Malécot 1948, Ishida 2009). Thus, we predict a linear 

dependency between the pairwise Fst values and distances if isolation by distance plays a role in 

population differentiation. 

To further measure admixture levels across the hybrid zone, we estimated per individual 

heterozygosity by performing an SFS analysis in ANGSD for each sample individually and 

calculating the proportion of dimorphic sites. Our expectation is that sampling sites experiencing 

admixture, particularly those near the centre of the hybrid zone, will have a higher average 

heterozygosity due to alleles originating from both subspecies, while sites further away from the 

contact zone will have a lower heterozygosity, reaching the minimum in the parental populations. 

3. 6. Heterogeneous selection within the genome 

Sites affected by selection can be expected to deviate from Hardy-Weiberg equilibrium (HWE). 

Such a site can either have a deficit or excess of heterozygotes, the first of which implies selection 

against heterozygotes while the other can be caused by selection favouring them, or simply by 

secondary contact of two isolated lineages. To look for signs indicating heterogeneous selection 

within the genome we search for sites deviating from HWE by performing a per base pair HWE test 

using the -doHWE function in ANGSD. As the reference transcriptome consists of a mix of gene 

sequences from both parental subspecies, we created an ancestral state reference in SamTools 

using samples from Gabas, considered to represent the pure paralellus subspecies, and used it as 

the ancestral reference in the pipeline. To visualize the direction and variance of deviation from 

HWE across the genome we plotted the inbreeding coefficient, F, using the ggplot2 package in R.  

ANGSD allows F to get values between -1 and 1 and calculates the significance of deviance from 

HWE for each site. F > 0 signifies excess and F < 0 deficiency of heterozygosity but while F = 1 

means that all individuals are homozygous, negative values of F only act as directive measures for 

excess of homozygosity as they can lead to negative genotype likelihoods 

(Meisner & Albrechtsen 2019). To compare the proportions of sites deviating from HWE in 

different directions, we also calculate the proportion of sites significantly deviating in either 

direction. We expect the proportion of sites selected against heterozygosity to be lower in distal 
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populations as selection in the hybrid zone would prevent such sites from introgressing, while 

other sites pass it freely. 

3. 7. De novo reference 

Mapping against a transcriptome can lead to exclusion of data since many captured sites are not 

included in an RNA transcript. Among such regions are especially introns and flanking regions, that 

can hold large amounts of variation due to weaker selection against mutations than in transcribed 

sites (Forsdyke 2016). This variation can affect the outcome of mapping and potentially affect the 

results of downstream analyses by providing more information about genetic diversity between 

sampling localities. To see how these regions would affect our results we used Captus (Ortiz 2022) 

to assemble a de novo reference from our target capture sequences, in which we included 

informative non-target regions. First, using Captus clean-pipeline, adaptors were trimmed, and the 

reads were quality filtered with BBTools (Bushnell 2014), removing reads with PHRED quality score 

below 13 and removing reads with PHRED mapping quality score below 16. The cleaned reads 

were then assembled per individual using Captus assemble -pipeline with MEGAHIT (Li et al. 2015). 

The contigs across the individual assemblies were then clustered into groups, removing any 

contigs present in less than 49 samples per gene and a minimum identity to the reference below 

85 %, with the Captus extract -pipeline using BLAT (Kent 2002) and Scipio (Keller et. al 2008). 

To begin building the de novo reference, we demultiplexed each contig cluster and removed 

redundant contigs from within every individual that were ≥ 95 % identical over 50 % of their 

length. The remaining contigs were then again clustered using mmseqs2 (Steinegger & Söding 

2017) to be kept as representatives for each individual. To extract the target regions the clusters 

were mapped against a reference used to design the baits, keeping only the best match to 

reference per individual to avoid paralogs, and concatenated the remaining contigs across all the 

samples. The best representatives among samples, having the longest contig length, the highest 

similarity to reference and the highest percent recovered, among all individuals were then 

extracted for each locus, and concatenated again into one file. Finally, there are contigs present 

across individuals that do not include targeted regions. These contigs arise from imperfections in 

the capture process that result in the sequencing of non-targeted genes consistently across 

individuals and thus are carried over to the assembly. Such regions are important to include into 

the de novo reference as they can serve a double purpose: 1) they can contain additional SNPs 
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that can be included in the analyses and 2) they act as a “read sponge” preventing erroneous 

mapping onto the targeted regions. To include such regions in our de novo reference we 

concatenated all the leftover contigs, clustered them with mmseqs2 and extracted representative 

contigs longer than 200 bp from clusters of 50 or more samples. The two Wolbachia genes and the 

entire mitochondrial genome were replaced by the respective complete gene sequences. The final 

de novo reference is assembled from following four parts: 1) the target regions, 2) the extra 

regions, 3) the Wolbachia nrDNA genes and 4) the mitochondrial genome. 

To test whether a de novo reference will improve the mapping results we mapped the reads 

against the de novo reference using PALEOMIX, as previously performed with the transcriptome 

reference. We used BedTools to determine the mean locus and per bp coverage both for each 

sample individually and for all the samples merged. In order to estimate the number of 

polymorphic sites we performed an SFS analysis using p-value 1e-2 as a filter, which proved to be 

suitable for the transcriptome reference. Lastly, to test whether using the de novo reference 

changes the inferred population structure we performed a PCA as for the transcriptome reference, 

using maximum coverage of 13 556, summed from the mean plus one standard deviation of per 

base pair coverage in targeted regions of the merged samples mapped against the de novo 

reference, and the same p-value 1e-2. If adding untargeted sites results in more structure, we 

expect it to show finer scale divergence between localities and split possible clusters of sampling 

localities into their own groups. 

4. Results 

4. 1. Mapping and filtering 

The average number of read pairs per individual inputted into PALEOMIX was 2 882 093 (SD 

698 943). All samples retained >99 % of read pairs after quality filtering. 32 % (SD 6 %) were 

collapsed into one read, retaining 2 403 195 (SD 533 118) uncollapsed read pairs per individual. 

The number of nucleotides in retained reads per sample was 799 423 344 (SD 186 492 315), each 

read containing 166 (SD 3) nucleotides. The number of hits against the reference prior to PCR 

duplicate filtering was 2 804 704 (SD 648 442), out of which 28 % (SD 4 %) were PCR duplicates. 

Out of the retained reads, 42 % (SD 4 %) were unique hits, with 137 (SD 2) bases aligned per 

unique hit. Values reported are listed in Table S1. Mean and median coverage per locus in targeted 
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regions was for individual samples 29,1 and 16,1, and for all samples compiled 2852,70 and 

1678,95 (Table S1). 

4. 2. Clear structure between the subspecies 

Restricting the maximum coverage to 16 146 resulted in 9143 genomic regions proceeding to 

further filtering and the SFS analysis, and 127 regions excluded. Based on the visual inspection, 

using p-value 1e-2 kept the spectrum most similar to the unfiltered spectrum and was thus 

selected for future analyses (Fig. 2). After all filtering steps we were left with 421 863 polymorphic 

sites across all samples, which include both targeted and untargeted regions. 

Results from the PCA show that 9,64 % of the genetic variation between samples is explained by 

PC1, which splits the samples from north to south. Sites in the north and south cluster tightly 

together at the opposite ends of the PC1, while central sites of Portalet and Mulas position in 

between. PC2 accounts for 3,27 % of variation and separates the central sampling sites from the 

external sites (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. Principal Component Analysis using the transcriptome reference. Principal 
component 1 accounts for 9,64 % of differences and principal component 2 for 3,27 %. 
Sites are in geographical order from north in dark blue to south in dark red. 
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The structure analysis used 176 546 SNPs for assignment of samples into K clusters. Results were 

concordant with the PCA, showing similar structure at K = 2 as in PC1. The K = 2 shows a transition 

between the subspecies slightly more south than expected, in Mulas, where the individuals are 

evenly admixed (mean 55 %, SD 6,6%) (Fig. 4). Portalet, the assumed hybrid zone centre and the 

highest point of the transect, shows lower level of admixture (mean 18 %, SD 2 %), while Araille 

and Formigal are already completely assigned to parental taxa (Araille: mean 0,7 %, SD 1,7 %, 

Formigal: mean 99 %, SD 2,9 %, respectively). As expected if the structure is determined by the 

differentiation between the subspecies, highest ΔK value (Evanno et al. 2005) assigns K = 2 as the 

best fit model (Fig. S2).  

Though the ΔK value assigns the K = 2 model as the best fit for the data, many studies show that 

choosing a single K value as the “correct” one is often inadequate and should be used in 

consideration with the biological interpretation (Evanno et al. 2005, Pritchard et al. 2010). This in 

mind, we interpret our structure results beyond the K = 2 level, though the biological 

interpretation agrees well with the best ΔK value, as the highest level of structure is logically the 

one formed by the subspecies. The splits in K levels 3 to 6 align with current barriers to gene flow 

when the allocation of clusters is compared to habitat availability and topography. The K = 3 shows 

a transition in Soques, where individuals show slight but uniform signs of admixture (mean 13 %, 

SD 1,5 %) between the neighbouring clusters. The split coincides with a forested patch between 

Soques and Tourmont that the meadow grasshoppers are unable to colonise, and likely acts as a 

dispersal barrier. Similarly to K = 2, the exact front between the clusters is obscured, and seems to 

lie closer to the forest lines, as Soques individuals still show small but consistent admixture. At K = 

4 a split appears at the peak of the pass between Araille and Portalet, indicating that conversely to 

expected, the high altitude does only little to restrict the gene flow. Following splits at K = 5 and 

K = 6 occur between Gabas and Hermine, and Pazino and Lanuza, respectively. Both align with 

man-made dams that are surrounded by forested areas. All the new transitions between clusters 

at K = 4 to K = 6 are sharp, with no intermediate localities revealing a transition zone. From K = 7 

on the clustering starts happening within sampling localities, making biological interpretations 

perilous. 
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Figure 4. NGSadmix structure analysis. K-values depict the number of predetermined clusters. 
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4. 3. Signs of barriers to gene flow 

The observed hybrid zone width is estimated to be 4,2 km (Fig. 5 & S3), and the hybrid zone centre 

is situated about 500 m north of Mulas. Assuming a neutral diffusion (i.e. free gene flow), and 9 

000 or 15 000 generations since secondary contact, cline width is estimated to be between 7,1 km 

and 9,2 km, respectively. Applying the observed width of 4,2 km into the transformation of the 

neutral diffusion model results in an estimation of 3 050 generations since contact, which is much 

less than any of the previously published estimates. 

4. 4. Gene flow despite reproductive barriers 

When gene flow is limited exclusively by isolation by distance, or in other words when nothing else 

but distance between individuals determines the probability of them breeding, genetic 

differentiation can be expected to have a positively linear relationship with distance between 

individuals. Our analysis shows that the observed correlation between Fst and pairwise distances is 

strongly positive, r = 0,92 (p-value > 0,0001). When plotting the Fst against pairwise distances 

Figure 5. Best fit curve of probability of ancestry plotted against distance from Gabas. Each point 
represents a single individual. Solid red line marks the cline centre at 12,7 km from Gabas and solid 
black lines the observed width (w = 4,2 km). 
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(Fig. 6) we noticed a sudden change of the correlation in the region of Mulas, the centre of the 

hybrid zone. As isolation by distance can be caused by secondary contact without gene flow, we 

performed the same analysis on sampling sites from both sides of Mulas separately, excluding 

Mulas in both (Fig. S4), to ensure the reported positive correlation isn’t an artefact of 

phylogeographic history. North of Mulas the correlation remained significantly positive, r = 0,86 

(p-value 0,002), while south it was positive but non-significant, r = 0,57 (p-value 0,083). The non-

significance of correlation south of Mulas can be explained by a small number of samples. 

Levels of individual heterozygosities varied between 1,980482e-05 and 1,063618 e-04 with an 

average of 6,598449e-05 (Fig. 7). The highest levels of heterozygosity were not found near the 

hybrid zone centre, but in Soques, closer to the northern extreme of the transect. Overall, the 

average heterozygosity has two lows, one in Araille (within parallelus) and the second in Pazino 

(within erythropus), the latter having the lowest average heterozygosity. Contrary to our 

expectations, the sites representing pure parental populations did not have the lowest levels of 

heterozygosity. 

Figure 6. Fst plotted against pairwise distance. Blue line represents the best fit with a 95 % 
confidence interval in dark shade (r = 0,92, p-value 0,0001). 
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4. 5. Deviation from HWE to both directions 

Number of polymorphic sites per sampling locality considered in the HWE analysis varied between 

100 028 and 220 805. In every locality, the majority of the genetic positions had a negative 

inbreeding coefficient and a trimodal distribution (Fig. 8). The highest peak was always near the 

neutral expectation (F = 0), yet with slightly negative values. Proportion of significantly negatively 

and positively deviating sites was comparable: on average 5 % (SD 1,1 %) of sites experienced 

significant outbreeding, while the parallel value for sites with significant inbreeding was 4,5 % (SD 

0,6 %). 

Figure 7. Individual heterozygosity plotted per population. 
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Figure 8. Inbreeding coefficient, F, for each sampling locality. Number of SNPs used per locality 
written inside the plots. Sites significantly deviating (p-value >0.05) from HWE in turquoise. 
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4. 6. Increased informativeness in de novo reference 

The percent of retained read pairs per individual after Captus clean pipeline was 93,8 – 98,1 %. 

Assembly of reads produced on average 170 107 (SD 37 889) contigs per individual, with an 

average length of 488 bp (SD 6 bp) and the total of 82 869 056 bp (SD 18 181 045). Filtering 

clusters resulted in 34 156 clusters represented across individuals. Two target genomic regions 

were lost during the assembly due to low coverage, leaving the number of targeted grasshopper 

loci at 9 268. To these 984 non-target loci consistently sequenced across individuals, 2 Wolbachia 

genes, mitochondrial genome and nrDNA assembly were added, resulting in a de novo reference 

containing 10 256 regions. 

The number of hits prior to PCR duplicate filtering was 2 311 903 (SD 553 542) and the fraction of 

duplicates 32 % (SD 4,4 %). Slightly higher fraction when mapping against the de novo reference, 

can be potentially due to higher paralogy in the transcriptome reference. Fraction of unique hits 

was 33 % (SD 2,2 %) which were on average 132 bp (SD 3 bp) long and had a coverage of 20,3 (SD 

5). The fraction of unique hits was 10 % lower and they had 5 bp shorter average length than when 

mapping against the transcriptome, which is possibly explained by introns and extra regions 

included acting as a sponge and having more repetitive sequences, and the short length of many 

extra regions visible in IGV (Robinson et al. 2010) (Fig. S5). As before, these values reported are 

underestimations as PALEOMIX does not include collapsed reads into these values. Mean and 

median coverage per locus in targeted regions was for individual samples 19,7 and 9,3, and for all 

samples compiled 1934,1 and 934,3 (Table S1). Coverage in extra-regions was lower with a mean 

of 7,5 and a median of 4,1 (Fig. S6), and their length varied across individuals from just a few base 

pair long sequences to several kilobases. 

The de novo reference had over 3x the number of sites within the coordinates of the targeted 

regions and the Wolbachia genes together, as well as 6x the number of polymorphic sites, 

compared to the transcriptome reference. Mean and median coverages using the de novo 

reference were, respectively, 0,68 and 0,57 times lower than when mapping against the 

transcriptome reference (Fig. 9, Table S1) as the added extra-regions were not the actual targets. 

Coverage of the targeted Wolbachia regions was substantial, though highly variable between 

samples (16S: mean 37,8, SD 50,3, 23S: mean 62,1, SD 107,1) (Fig. 9). Mitochondrial coverage was 

also notable (mean 6,5, SD 1,8) despite not originally being targeted (Fig. 9). The PCA showed 
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almost identical results with PC1 accounting for 9,67 %, PC2 for 3,21 % and virtually 

indistinguishable structure (Fig. 10). 

Figure 9. Mean coverage in various regions per locality mapped against the de novo reference. Top 
plot shows the combined coverage of targeted regions, second plot shows the mitochondrial 
coverage, and two bottom plots show separately the coverage of both targeted Wolbachia regions 
on a logarithmic scale. Log-transformed Y-axis values correspond to following coverages: 0 = 1, 1 = 
10, 2 = 100, 3 = 1000. Sites are in geographical order from north in dark blue to south in dark red. 
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5. Discussion 

Our goal was to shed light on the evolutionary forces acting upon the meadow grasshopper hybrid 

zone and to create a base for future studies looking into the genetics of this model system. The 

hybrid zone has been vastly researched in the past, but most previous studies have concentrated 

on the phenotypic traits. Results from these studies gave strong reason to believe that 

reproductive isolation is caused by genetic incompatibilities leading to negative selection in 

hybrids between the parallelus and erythropus subspecies. With our work we gained further 

support for the existence of genetic incompatibilities, but also discovered that they are insufficient 

to stifle gene flow between the subspecies entirely, and that the evolutionary forces are 

heterogeneous across the genome. We show that the hybrid zone is indeed maintained by 

selection, but also shows signs of selective advantage for parallelus in the form of a displaced 

hybrid zone centre. We discover gene flow across our whole transect restricted largely by isolation 

by distance, though affected by current geographic barriers. A look into per site HWE reveals 

Figure 10. Principal Component Analysis using the de novo reference. Principal component 1 
accounts for 9,67 % of differences and principal component 2 for 3,21 %. Sites are in geographical 
order from north in dark blue to south in dark red. 
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heterogeneous selection across the genome, with signs of neutral, and both negatively and 

positively selected sites at each locality. The findings strongly support each other in painting an 

image of a hybrid zone shaped by varied forces creating a complex mosaic of evolutionary 

processes across the hybrid genomes. We also gained important information about the suitability 

of our sequencing and mapping methods that benefit future studies working with large and 

complex genomes, by showing that only a small fraction of the genome targeted can be enough to 

correctly infer population structure. 

5. 1. Selection maintains and displaces the hybrid zone 

Our cline width estimation of 4,2 km supports a narrow hybrid zone constrained by barriers to 

gene flow. The hybrid zone ranges from 2,5 km north and 1,7 km south of Mulas, still including 

Portalet within it but leaving Formigal outside. The narrowness of the hybrid zone coupled with 

lack of any evident geographical barriers implies genetic incompatibilities between the parallelus 

and erythropus lineages, that prevent admixture further than 2 km away from the hybrid zone 

centre due to strong negative selection against hybrids. Negative selection against hybrids is well 

supported by the estimation of cline width under neutral diffusion. Irrespective of the number of 

generations since contact, the expected width of the hybrid zone given neutral diffusion is 1,7–2,2 

times wider than the observed width and far outside the likelihood distribution of the observed 

width (Fig. 5 & S3). Transformation of the neutral diffusion model estimates that, to form a cline of 

the observed width in the absence of selection, one would require only 3 050 generations. Such an 

estimate is highly unrealistic, given that the natural conditions would have been suitable long 

before that (Oliva et al. 2019, González-Sanpériz et al. 2005), and agrees with the hypothesis that 

strong selection maintains the hybrid zone. Genetic incompatibilities causing selection against 

hybrids have been shown to lead to reproductive isolation in various plants (Baack et al. 2015) and 

animals (Ravinet et al. 2017) in the wild, and have been reproduced in yeast under laboratory 

conditions (Anderson et al. 2010). Considering the very recent split between the two grasshopper 

lineages, it would then follow that genetic incompatibilities and reproductive isolation can 

potentially evolve within evolutionary very short timescale. If this is the case, understanding how 

general a pattern like this is would be a major step in understanding the onset of speciation. 

In addition to showing that the hybrid zone is maintained by selection, we unexpectedly find that 

the hybrid zone centre is displaced compared to our expectation of finding it at the peak of the 
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transect. The centre of a hybrid zone is determined by an interplay of selection and population 

density (Kruuk et al. 1999) and under weak selection it tends to rest in areas of low population 

density (Hewitt 1988). The simple mechanism relies on the hybrid zone centre shifting towards the 

region of equal migration rates, and in absence of counteracting selection a momentarily displaced 

hybrid zone centre would be pushed back into the density trough by more migrants from the 

other lineage (Kruuk et al. 1999). Based on personal observations the lowest population density 

along our transect lies in Portalet, but despite this we find that the hybrid zone centre is 2,5 km 

south of that, near Mulas. On our scale such displacement is substantial, considering that it’s more 

than half the estimated width of the hybrid zone itself. The habitat here is uniform and shows no 

apparent obstacles, ruling out ecological or geographical dispersal barriers. This suggests that the 

centre is displaced and balanced by a selective advantage of parallelus over erythropus (Hewitt 

1988). Such cline displacement has previously been observed by Ferris et al. (1993) with C-banding 

of the Pseudochorthippus X chromosome. Interestingly, Bella et al. (1992) found that parallelus 

females produce a higher proportion of homozygous offspring than erythropus females when both 

types of sperm are present. Bias in parental parallelus natality in the hybrid zone predicts the 

advance of parallelus towards erythropus, and makes this a plausible cause for the displacement 

of the hybrid zone centre. Cline displacement due to selective advantage has been shown to occur 

both in phenotypic (Sradnick et al. 2016) and genotypic (Del-Rio et al. 2021, van Riemsdijk et al. 

2019) characters in natural hybrid zones, which fits the profile of the meadow grasshopper. 

Selective advantage of one allele over the other is fundamentally different from selection against 

hybrids maintaining a hybrid zone, and in part already suggests heterogeneous selection across 

the genome. 

5. 2. Gene flow despite selection 

The strong correlation between Fst and pairwise distances (r = 0,94, p-value >0,0001) rigorously 

supports isolation by distance as the main cause behind differentiation in our study system when 

no barriers are present. Plotted separately, correlation in the south part of the transect still stays 

highly significant and strong, and despite a small sample size the north is bordering on significant 

values, indicating that the diversity is not only an artefact of secondary contact but is maintained 

by reduced gene flow with geographic distance. Looking at the clustering of K-levels between 3 

and 6 in our NGSadmix analysis it can be noticed that that secondary population structure aligns 
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with current geographical barriers, most of which are recent. In light of these results, it seems that 

the selection and geographical barriers along the transect are insufficient to stop gene flow 

entirely, though they provide enough hindrance to be detected in a structure analysis. A similar 

result was found in the hybrid zone of two rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) subspecies hybridising in 

the Iberian peninsula (Carneiro et al. 2014). Genetic analysis found several regions across the 

rabbit genome consistent with reduced gene flow, but the vast majority did not deviate from free 

gene flow. Biological interpretation of further K-levels becomes difficult as K = 7 breaks down 

Mulas individuals into smaller fragments and means that further splits are less significant than 

structure within a population. Nevertheless, this is not an insignificant detail as the lack of splits 

between continuous habitats before clustering within a locality hints that when geographical 

barriers are absent gene flow is uninhibited by other factors. It is also noteworthy that the 

structure detected past K = 7 could be a trace of past geographical barriers invisible today, 

especially given that the region used to be more forested before anthropogenic deforestation in 

the Middle Ages (González-Sanpériz et al. 2005). 

The high heterozygosity in Mulas aligns well with all previous results that place the hybrid zone 

centre near this locality. Demographic history can cause the heterozygosity to be elevated even 

without gene flow, but the individual isolation by distance plots from north and south of the 

hybrid zone centre supports presence of gene flow across the hybrid zone. Such elevated 

heterozygosity in hybridising populations in secondary contact has also been found in other 

systems, like the hybrid zone between the white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) and the 

deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) (Garcia-Elfring et al. 2017). What catches attention is that 

heterozygosity in Hermine and Soques appears to be higher. Such a pattern could be caused by 

more recent isolation and secondary contact than in Mulas. Introgression of novel alleles in a new 

contact zone increases heterozygosity, which evens out over time to surrounding levels when the 

alleles spread into each population. If a recent barrier to gene flow, such as the forested patch 

between Tourmont and Soques, first isolated the populations that then later reconnected, 

heterozygosity in the vicinity of these localities could be higher than in the older hybrid zone in 

Mulas. Same hypothesis might explain why Gabas and Escarilla representing pure parental groups 

did not have the lowest heterozygosities. The localities for parental populations were chosen 

based on previous phenotypic clines showing pure forms in Gabas and Escarilla. Recently Hagberg 

et al. (2022) found that introgression reaches these localities, which means it could have been 
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ignored in our sampling. In summary, the patterns of heterozygosity along the transect are in line 

with our interpretation of the NGSadmix analysis, and support the emphasis on the contemporary 

nature of geographical barriers affecting gene flow. 

5. 3. Heterogeneous selection across the genome 

Trimodality of the inbreeding coefficient distributions at each locality (Fig. 8) speaks further for 

heterogeneous selection across the grasshopper genome. The null expectation for inbreeding 

coefficients across genomic positions is to be normally distributed. Given HWE, most sites would 

be in equilibrium and a diminishing number of sites would extend towards the extremes by 

chance. Peaks at both extremes could be explained by selection favouring or against heterozygous 

sites, which would shift their F values further toward the edges of the distribution. The distribution 

medians are displaced towards the negative tail across all localities (Fig. S7), indicating excess 

heterozygosity across the transect, and are highest in the parental populations. This is in line with 

our previous results in showing gene flow, which would cause deviation from expected 

distribution while a diminishing number of alleles would introgress further away from the hybrid 

zone. It could be expected that negatively selected sites causing genetic incompatibilities would 

get stuck at the hybrid zone, while the rest introgress freely, but the uniform proportions of 

significantly deviating sites across all localities speaks against this (Fig. S8). It is then possible that 

these sites are linked to other introgressing sites or that they are simply noise from analysing all 

the sites together. To address this, future studies should estimate distributions per gene to 

identify whether deviating sites are more likely to be from the same genomic region and how they 

spread along the transect.  

Irrelevant of the causes behind the trimodal distributions, we are able to demonstrate differential 

selection across the genome. Already the inbreeding coefficients reveal sites deviating from 

equilibrium in opposite directions, but we also gain support from our previous analyses. In our 

cline analysis we found that both negative and positive selection must be present in the hybrid 

zone, and discovered abundant gene flow between the subspecies, meaning that the genetic 

incompatibilities underlying negative selection against hybrids do not cause complete 

reproductive isolation. Together, these results prove heterogeneous selection across the genome 

and add the meadow grasshopper to a growing number of species experiencing reproductive 
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isolation with gene flow (Baack et al. 2015, Carneiro et al. 2014, Luttikhuizen et al. 2012, Ravinet 

et al. 2017, Wilding et al. 2001). 

5. 4. No change in results despite de novo reference 

Mapping against the de novo reference made no notable change to the inferred population 

structure. By adding the extra-regions and introns to our de novo reference we increased the 

number of sites 3-fold and the number of polymorphic sites over 6-fold. Doubling of the 

polymorphic site fraction suggests that the non-coding regions included in the de novo assembly 

contain more diversity. Despite the increased number of informative sites, both clustering and 

loadings were nearly identical between the transcriptome and  the de novo PCAs. Lack of change 

in the PCA results despite a vast increase in the number of informative sites is likely caused by 

linkage between the target and non-target regions, as a big part of them are introns connected to 

the exons. 

Although the de novo reference did not change the results its purpose was far from futile. Instead 

of gaining a more precise picture of population structure, we gained confirmation for our choice of 

methods in operating with a referenceless genome. The de novo assembly of a reference solidified 

the high efficiency of the target capture approach. We targeted 0,01 % (1 390 500 bp) of the sites 

within an enormous and highly duplicated 13 GB genome (Lechner et al. 2013) yet succeeded in 

gaining high enough coverage in all but two targeted regions to retain over 99,9 % of loci during 

the construction of the de novo reference. This brings the meadow grasshopper alongside species 

like Pinus taeda (Neves et al. 2013) and Ambystoma salamanders (McCartney-Melstad et al. 2016) 

in displaying the effectiveness of target capture sequencing approaches when working with large 

genomes lacking full references and encouraging their use. Nearly identical loadings and clustering 

between the de novo and transcriptome PCAs also shows that even a very small proportion of a 

genome can correctly infer population structure between two recent lineages, expected to have 

relatively low divergence. 
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6. Conclusions 

In our study we successfully show genomic patterns consistent with heterogeneous effects of gene 

flow and selection throughout the genome of the meadow grasshopper characterised by strong 

reproductive isolation in a hybrid zone. First, we confirmed in the genome what has already been 

suggested by many studies on experimental hybrid crosses: selection against heterozygotes, 

consistent with genetic incompatibilities, maintains a narrow hybrid zone between the two 

subspecies P. p. parallelus and erythropus. Second, we find gene flow across the whole transect 

mostly limited by isolation by distance. Recent geographic barriers appear to limit gene flow, likely 

due to lower population density, as they coincide with subpopulation structure. Together this 

shows that selection against hybrids is insufficient to entirely stop gene flow between the 

subspecies. Third, we find evidence for heterogeneous selection across the genome and that most 

of the genes analysed are neutral (Fig. 8). This supports the previous conclusion as the neutral and 

positively selected genes are potentially able to penetrate the reproductive barrier and introgress 

into the opposite population, leading to also heterogeneous gene flow across the genome. In 

wider context, the meadow grasshopper secondary contact zone in the Pyrenees is another 

example of a permeable hybrid zone demonstrating both reproductive isolation and gene flow. 

The heterogenous genome presents a good opportunity to study the development and role of 

genetic incompatibilities in a young pair of taxa. Finally, the comparison between our 

transcriptome and de novo reference genome mapping shows that, while we greatly increased the 

amount of data by including the non-target regions (> 6x polymorphic sites), the results do not 

change, and our methods are robust in estimating population statistics for an enormous and 

complicated genome.  This gives confirmation to target capture approach when working with a 

referenceless non-model species, particularly showing its effectivity with large genomes. 

Comparison with our much larger and informative de novo reference also shows that population 

structure can be inferred from just a small fraction of the genome. Given the versatile nature of 

the meadow grasshopper hybrid zone together with the complex genome, this system presents an 

attractive opportunity for technical development of population genetics practices. In summary, 

our results show the suitability of our model species to study the late stages of speciation and 

show that our approach can be powerful to study individual genes under alternative selective 

regimes in the genomes of diverging lineages.  
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Supplementary 

Supplementary figures 

 

  

Supplementary Figure 1. Number of read pairs per sample. Horizontal dashed line 
marks the global average. 

Supplementary Figure 2. ΔK value for each K-value 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Cline width estimation statistics. Density of width shows all estimations to 
be far outside expected width under neutral diffusion (7,1-9,2 km). 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Fst against pairewise distances north and south of Mulas. North: r = 0,86, 
p-value =0,002. South: r = 0,57, p-value = 0,083. Shaded areas show 95 % confidence interval. 
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A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

E) 

Supplementary Figure 5. Views from IGV (Robinson et al. 2010) of coverage in example individuals 
mapped against references. Size of windows is visible in the boxes above coverage tracks. A) and B) 
show mapping against the transcriptome reference with red boxes above tracks marking targeted 
regions. C), D) and E) show mapping against de novo reference. A) Zoomed out view of mapping 
against transcriptome showing most of hits in targeted regions. B) A zoomed in view of a targeted 
region mapped against the transcriptome. C) A short region mapped against the de novo reference, 
possibly depicting a polymorphism. D) A region mapped against the de novo reference with a 
missing part, possibly present in only one individual. E) A region mapped against the de novo 
reference showing similar shape as the targeted region in picture B). 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Coverage density in extra-regions of the de novo reference. Each line 
represents an individual. 

Supplementary Figure 7. Median inbreeding coefficient per population. Dots represent the median 
and the lines standard deviance. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Proportions of sites significantly deviating from HWE. In green sites with a 
significant excess of heterozygotes, in red sites with a significant excess of homozygotes, and in 
blue sites not significantly deviating from HWE. 
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Supplementary tables 

Supplementary Table 1. Mapping and coverage statistics using transcriptome and de novo 
reference. Right column shows the relative proportions of the values. 


